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Ho-Po Key: Leveraging Physical Constraints on Human
Motion to Authentically Exchange Information in a Group

ABSTRACT
Establishing a secure communication channel among a group
of people is highly desirable. Such a secure channel can
be boostrapped by physically meeting and authentically ex-
changing public keys. Recently, a new class of group key ex-
change protocols [8,21] that leverage physical constraints on
human mobility was proposed. In this paper, we present Ho-
Po Key, a new protocol for the authentic exchange of infor-
mation within a physically collocated group of people. Ho-
Po Key introduces a novel technique for the verification of
the security properties of the information collected by group
members. Group members physically form a ring. The posi-
tion in the ring of each member is randomly assigned based
on the information collected from all members. While stand-
ing in the ring, members compare short word lists with their
neighbors. The verification technique in Ho-Po Key detects
attacks by both outsider and insider adversaries. Outsiders
are detected by group members if they physically stand in
the ring with other members. Similarly, attacks by insiders
are detected since an insider is unable to stand simultane-
ously in two positions in the ring. We demonstrated that the
verification within the ring is surprisingly easy and fast via
user-studies. We implemented Ho-Po Key on Motorola A855
Droid and Apple iPhone 3GS smartphones. The iPhone ap-
plication is submitted to the iPhone application store and
is waiting for approval, whereas the Android application is
freely available on the Android market store.

1. INTRODUCTION
In a number of scenarios, a group of people who meet in

person later want to communicate securely using mediums
that are vulnerable to injection or eavesdropping of data. An
example are researchers who meet at a conference and want
to share research ideas or data without the fear of leaking
information or violating the IRB process by revealing hu-
man subject data. However, this trust-after-meeting model
can also apply to more than just “expert users”. People who
meet at a bar may want to send confidential text messages
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later. In these scenarios, the authentic exchange of public
keys can help protect the secrecy of subsequent digital ex-
changes, but faces many challenges. One major challenge
relates to the users running the protocol: They are novices,
willing to spend little time and effort on the protocol. Time
constraints rule out an approach where each member pair-
wise interacts with each other member, because this becomes
cumbersome in large groups. Moreover, users are likely to
make mistakes when asked to perform complicated tasks.
For example, users are likely to miscount the members of
a large group. Even worse, users may be tempted to skip
some security-sensitive tasks. For example, when asked to
indicate whether two short word lists are similar, users may
indicate “yes” without performing the comparison.

Another significant challenge is related to the environment
in which the protocol may be run. In an open environment
like at a conference or a bar, adversaries may be present.
Such adversaries can easily overhear the group’s communica-
tion and observe all their actions. Such an adversary may be
interested in injecting its information in the collected group
information. For example, if the collected information con-
sists of public keys used to configure an access control list, an
adversary who successfully adds itself to the collected infor-
mation has access to the group’s resources. The adversary
may also be interested in running a Group-in-the-Middle
attack (GitM) [8], where members collect inconsistent lists.
Another challenge is that one of the group members may
be malicious. In addition to the capabilities of an outsider
adversary, the malicious insider has the privilege of being
able to participate in the protocol with the other members.
The malicious insider may be interested in injecting Sybil
identities [9] that help her outvote legitimate members in
case the exchanged information is used for voting.

Previous work [5,16,17,29–31] on authentic key agreement
or exchange requires each group member to have a certificate
issued by a shared trusted CA. Such a requirement is too re-
strictive and severely limits the applicability of the protocol.
Other previous work [1, 2, 32] assumes the group members
to have a group password. Establishing a group password
in an open space is not easy. An attacker may hear them
talking and see what they write and subsequently perform
a GitM attack. Moreover, these protocols are not secure
against a malicious insider, as the password only provides
secrecy, but not authenticity. GAnGS [8] and SPATE [21]
constitute a new class of security protocols that leverage
physical constraints on human motion to defend against at-
tacks. In trying to scale to groups of up to 50 individuals,
GAnGS only achieves probabilistic detection of outsider and



insider attacks, and poor usability. As members are likely
to miscount the size of a large group [8], GAnGS uses a
cumbersome divide-and-conquer approach where members
are randomly assigned to small groups where they can ac-
curately count. On the other hand, SPATE is a simple
group exchange protocol, but only applies to small groups
of fewer than 8 people. Moreover, in SPATE members may
skip the visual hash comparison (we explain a visual hash in
Section 3) and therefore not detect attacks [26]. Although
GAnGS and SPATE were implemented, their implementa-
tion is not publicly available.

This paper presents Ho-Po Key1, a protocol for the au-
thenticated exchange of information among a group that
leverages physical constraints on human motion. Ho-Po Key
is simple and scales to large groups. Ho-Po Key provides per-
fect detection of outsider attacks and probabilistic detection
of insider attacks. Ho-Po Key can be extended to provide
perfect insider attack detection at the cost of requiring users
to perform slightly more tasks. Ho-Po Key security prop-
erties are achieved thanks to a novel verification technique.
The verification technique runs after members collect each
other’s information. As depicted in Figure 1, group members
physically form a ring based on randomly assigned positions
and compare word lists with their neighbor in the ring.

The successful physical ring formation ensures that the
number of collected items equals the number of group mem-
bers, providing an implicit count of group members. An
outsider adversary that injects its information will also be
assigned a position in the ring. As the outsider is unable to
occupy its position undetected, the ring will not be formed
and the attack is detected. Similarly, when a malicious in-
sider injects Sybil identities, these Sybil identities will also
be assigned positions in the ring. In case these positions are
not adjacent, the insider will be unable to simultaneously
occupy all these positions. As the ring will not form, the
group members will detect the attack.

If the ring does form, each member’s device displays three
word lists. Each of these word lists consists of 3 words from
the PGP word list [15]. One of these word lists encodes the
first 3 bytes of the hash of the collected information, while
the two other lists are randomly generated. The three lists
are displayed in random order and two neighboring users
need to indicate the matching list. Displaying two decoy
lists and asking users to find the matching list is intended
to force users to carefully compare the word lists instead of
skipping the comparison by clicking “yes” [26]. Finally, the
transitivity of the word list comparison in the ring ensures
that all group members have the same collected information.

We perform user-studies to evaluate how easy it is for
group members to physically form a ring based on randomly
assigned positions. The ring formation is surprisingly fast
(10–30 seconds) even for groups of up to 20 individuals.
Members announce their positions loudly and form small
ordered segments. These segments move together to form
the complete ring. After forming the ring, members com-
pare word lists with their two neighbors in the ring. As
each member only performs two comparisons independent
of the group size and different members can perform the
comparisons simultaneously, this step is also very fast.

Our contributions in this paper are as follows:

• A novel group public key exchange that is easy, scal-

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HokeyCokey

able, and provides perfect detection of outsider attacks
and probabilistic detection of insider attacks. Achiev-
ing perfect detection of insider attacks is possible at
the cost of slightly more user actions.

• An iPhone application of the Ho-Po Key exchange that
is waiting for approval on the iPhone application store
and an implementation for Android smart phones that
is already publicly available on the Android market
store.

• User studies which demonstrate that the tasks in Ho-
Po Key can be easily performed by users.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We consider a group of people X1, · · · , Xn who physically

meet, where each member Xi has a piece of information IXi
.

The goal of Ho-Po Key is to let each member Xi collect
an information list ΛXi

that contains exactly one piece of
information IXj

from each member Xj . More formally, Ho-
Po Key should satisfy the following properties [8]:

• Security:

Each member Xi collects a list ΛXi
= {IX1

, · · · , IXn}
that meets the following requirements or detects an
error.

1. Consistency: All group members obtain the same
data list ΛXi

.

2. Exclusivity. The data list contains information from
group members, but no other information.

3. Uniqueness. The data list contains exactly one
piece of information IXj

from each member Xj .

• Usability. The protocol should be easy to use to avoid
burdening users. It should also complete quickly and
require minimal user actions. The protocol should re-
main usable even in the case of a large group of up to
50 individuals.

• Resilience to Human Error. Users can make errors
when running the protocol. For example, users may
click on the wrong button. The chance that some user
makes an error grows with the group size. In case of
human error, the protocol should fail safely and users
should discard the collected information. Resistance
to human error should hold even for large groups.

2.1 Assumptions
Group members are collocated in the same physical space.

Each group member can distinguish legitimate group mem-
bers from outsiders. Each member has a mobile device that
can access the Internet either through the cellular network
or a WiFi access point.

2.2 Adversary Model
We distinguish between an outsider adversary and an in-

sider adversary. The outsider adversary is not a legitimate
group member, but controls the wireless channel by inject-
ing, suppressing and modifying messages. The adversary
may be physically present with the group members. It can
overhear all their verbal and non-verbal communication. For
example, it can see what members do and hear what they
say. An insider adversary is a legitimate group member and
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Figure 1: Verification Step. Members physically

form a ring based on randomly assigned positions.

Each member compares her word lists with each of

her neighbors’.

has the same capabilities as the outsider adversary. The goal
of both adversaries is to break any of the security proper-
ties. For example, an outsider adversary may be interested
in violating exclusivity by injecting its information item into
the list. An insider adversary may be interested in violat-
ing uniqueness by injecting Sybil identities that help her
outvote legitimate members in case the exchanged informa-
tion is later used for voting. The insider can freely move in
the space and communicate with other members. However,
when group members physically form a ring, we assume that
the insider cannot stand in two non-adjacent places simulta-
neously. Finally, we assume that the adversary cannot break
cryptographic primitives.

3. BACKGROUND

Visual Hashes. It is common practice to compare two
pieces of data by comparing their hashes. The match of the
hashes implies the match of the data pieces. However, while
comparing a sequence of 20 bytes is easy for computers, this
comparison is difficult and error-prone for humans. In order
to alleviate this problem, the use of visual hashes was sug-
gested in the literature [11] . A visual hash is a visual encod-
ing of a hash value that can easily be compared by humans.
Examples include random art [27], dictionary words [11], or
T-Flags [21]. As humans should be able to easily compare
visual hashes, these hashes typically contain an entropy on
the order of a few bytes. Because of this limited entropy,
finding collisions or second preimages is possible in seconds
via simple brute force. This issue is typically alleviated in
protocols by the use of commitments. Participants commit
to values to be used as part of the input of the visual hash
before knowing the values from the other participants. This
limits the probability of causing a collision to 2−e, for an
entropy of e bits.

PGP word lists. In this paper, we use word lists as
a visual hash. A word list consists of three words, each of
which is chosen from the PGP word list [15]. The PGP
word list consists of 256 short, easily pronounceable and
distinguishable words. Each of these words represents one
byte.

4. PROTOCOL OVERVIEW
Ho-Po Key is a secure protocol for exchanging authentic

information among a group of people who physically meet.
After running the protocol, the exchanged information sat-
isfies the security properties of consistency, exclusivity and

uniqueness. The protocol runs in two steps:

Collection. The goal of the collection step is for each
device MXi

to collect a pre-authenticated list of group mem-
bers’ information ΠXi

. ΠXi
may contain information from

outsiders or Sybil identities. Before the exchange of infor-
mation I, devices exchange commitments over their infor-
mation so that during the verification step group members
only need to compare visual hashes instead of 20 byte hash
values.

Verification. The goal of the verification step is to en-
sure that ΠXi

satisfies the security properties of consistency,
exclusivity and uniqueness (recall Section 2). These prop-
erties hold if 1) the number of information items in ΠXi

equals the number of group members and 2) all members
have matching word lists.

In order to verify the first property, the protocol assigns
a random unique position between 1 and |Π| to each group
member. The random position assignment is based on data
collected from all members. Group members need to phys-
ically form a ring based on these positions and verify that
there is no missing or duplicate position in the ring. A miss-
ing or duplicate position indicates the presence of an outsider
or Sybil identity.

In order to verify the second property, members verify
that they have matching word lists with their two neighbors
in the ring. Each member’s device displays three word lists.
One of these word lists encodes the first three bytes of the
hash of the collected information, whereas the other two are
randomly generated decoys. Neighboring users need to indi-
cate the matching word list. The comparison with the other
neighboring user is similar except that one word list encodes
the fourth, fifth and sixth bytes of the hash of Π, instead of
the first three bytes. The transitivity of the pairwise word
list comparison ensures that all users have the same word
list. The case where two neighboring users do not have any
matching word list indicates that consistency does not hold
and the protocol fails for all members. When all members
find matching word lists with their neighbors, this ensures
consistency by transitivity. Figure 1 depicts the verification
step. Members A, . . . , F are assigned random unique posi-
tions between 1 and 6 and physically form a ring based on
these positions. Subsequently, they perform the prescribed
word list comparisons. For example, E compares word lists
with C and B.

5. PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION
In this section, we describe our protocol in more detail.

Section 5.1 presents a basic version of our protocol. This
version is simple, fast and provides perfect detection of at-
tacks by outsiders, but only provides probabilistic detection
of attacks by malicious insiders. Section 5.2 presents an ex-
tension to provide perfect detection of attacks by insiders
at the cost of slightly more actions from users. Table 1 de-
scribes our notation.

5.1 Basic Ho-Po Key
Ho-Po Key runs in two steps as described in Figure 3.

Collection. The goal of this step is for each mobile de-
vice MXi

to collect ΠXi
, a pre-authenticated list of members’

information. The messages exchanged in the collection step
are similar to prior work [21]. We review it here for com-



Table 1: Notation
Xi A group member
IXi

Information of Xi

MXi
Mobile device of Xi

UIXi
User interface of Xi

ΠXi
Pre-authenticated list of group
members’ information collected by Xi

ΛXi
Authenticated list of group
members’ information collected by Xi

n Number of group members
PXi

Position of Xi in the ring, 1 ≤ PXi
≤ |ΠXi

|
|S| size of set S

commit

Hash

HashHash

one-time 

signature

SXi FXi

sXi
fXi

wXi
IXi

cXi

rXi

Figure 2: Generation of the one-time signature and

the commitment by a mobile device MXi
.

pleteness. The information item IXi
is set to a vCard [14]

that contains a public key by default. At the end of this
step, ΠXi

is not guaranteed to satisfy the security proper-
ties of consistency, exclusivity and uniqueness. Before ex-
changing the information items, group members exchange
commitments in order to prevent an adversary from influ-
encing the word list computation in a predictable manner as
explained in Section 3.

Figure 2 depicts the generation of different values by a
mobile device MXi

. MXi
generates two random nonces: a

success nonce SXi
and a failure nonce FXi

. MXi
applies a

secure hash function (H) to each of the nonces to obtain
sXi

= H(SXi
) and fXi

= H(FXi
), and subsequently com-

putes wXi
= H(sXi

||fXi
). MXi

generates a random number
rXi

and computes a commitment cXi
← commit(wXi

||IXi
||rXi

).
We now provide the intuition behind this construction. The
use of commitments is related to the use of word lists as
explained in Section 3. rXi

is a source of randomness to
be used for the random assignment of positions to group
members. The construction SXi

, FXi
, sXi

, fXi
, wXi

serves as
a one-time signature with public value wXi

, and private val-
ues SXi

, FXi
, sXi

, fXi
. Towards the end of the protocol, MXi

will release (SXi
, fXi

) if the user indicates that all protocol
actions completed successfully. Alternatively, MXi

releases
(sXi

, FXi
) if at any point the user indicates the failure of the

protocol.
When users start the exchange, their devices exchange the

commitments c. After the collection of the commitments,
devices exchange the decommitments which consist of the
information to be exchanged, the list of public values of the
one-time signatures and the random numbers. If MXi

does
not collect decommitments corresponding to all previously
received commitments, the protocol times out and needs to
be rerun.

Verification. The verification step of Ho-Po Key is novel.
The goal of the verification step is to verify the security prop-

Collection step

0. MXi
: FXi

r
←−{0, 1}ℓ, fXi

← H(FXi
)

: SXi

r
←−{0, 1}ℓ, sXi

← H(SXi
)

: wXi
← H(sXi

||fXi
), rXi

r
←−{0, 1}ℓ

: cXi
← commit(wXi

||IXi
||rXi

)
: ΠXi

= {IXi
}, LCXi

= {cXi
}, LWXi

= {wXi
}

1. MXi
→ ∗ : cXi

MXi
: LC = LC ∪ {collected commitments cXj

}
: if LC = {cXi

} quit
2. MXi

→ ∗ : Open(cXi
)

3. MXi
: ΠXi

= ΠXi
∪ {collected IXj

}
: LWXi

= LWXi
∪ {collected wXj

}
: RXi

= RXi
⊕ rXj

: where (wXj
||IXj
||rXj

) is
: valid decommitment for cXj

: If (timeout AND |ΠXi
| < |LC|) quit

Verification step
Ring formation
4. MXi

: PXi
← AssignPos(RXi

, LWXi
, ΠXi

)
: word list 1 ← wordlist(H(ΠXi

||LWXi
), 1)

: word list 2 ← wordlist(H(ΠXi
||LWXi

), 2)

5. MXi

UI
−→Xi : PXi

,
: “Form a ring with other members by
: standing between members p, q”
: where p = PXi

− 1 mod |ΠXi
|

: and q = PXi
+ 1 mod |ΠXi

|
:“Your left p”, “Your right q”
: “Ring Formed”, “Ring Cannot be Formed”

6. if ( Xi
UI
−→MXi

: “Ring Cannot be Formed”){
MX → ∗ : IXi

, wXi
, FXi

, sXi

MX : Quit }

7. else if ( Xi
UI
−→MXi

: “Ring Formed”) {
Word list comparison

MXi

UI
−→Xi : “word list 1” // The 3 lists

: “decoy list 1” // are displayed
: “decoy list 2” // in random order
: “No word list matches”

If (Xi
UI
−→MXi

: “No word list matches” or “a decoy list”)
: zXi

← SXi
, fXi

else if (Xi
UI
−→MXi

: “Word list 1”) {

MXi

UI
−→Xi : “word list 2” // The 3 lists

: “decoy list 3” // are displayed
: “decoy list 4” // in random order
: “No word list matches”

If (Xi
UI
−→MXi

: “No word list matches” or “a decoy list”)
MXi

: zXi
← SXi

, fXi

else if (Xi
UI
−→MXi

: “word list 2”)
MXi

: zXi
← sXi

, FXi

MXi
→ ∗ : zXi

MXi
: LZ = LZ∪ collected zXj

: where wXj
= H(H(SXj

)||fXj
) or

: wXj
= H(sXj

||H(H(FXj
)))

MXi
: if (LZ contains zXj

such that
: wXj

= H(sXj
||H(H(FXj

)))||IXj
))

: or |LZ| < |LC| )
: quit

MX : else ΛXi
← ΠXi

}

Figure 3: Steps for user Xi to exchange information

IXi
with the other group members Xj via mobile de-

vices. Xi
UI
−→MXi

indicates inputs over the user inter-

face from user Xi to their mobile device MXj
.



erties of the collected information list. If the verification is
successful, the device saves the list as authentic. Otherwise,
the device discards the list.

At the beginning of the verification step, the device com-
putes a random position PXi

∈ {1, ..., |ΠXi
|} as described in

Algorithm 1. The computation is based on RXi
= rX1

⊕
. . . ⊕ rX|Π

Xi
|
: the xor of all the received random values,

LWXi
= {wX1

. . . wX|Π
Xi

|
}: the list of public values of the

one-time signatures and ΠXi
= {IX1

. . . IX|Π
Xi

|
}: ΠXi

and

LWXi
are used after being sorted. A pseudo-random func-

tion seeded with R is used to generate a key k. A randomized
message authentication code (MAC), e.g., CBC-MAC keyed
with key k is applied to each of the public values of the one-
time signatures. The computed MAC values are sorted and
PXi

is determined as the position of the MAC of wXi
in the

list of sorted MACs. Algorithm 1 is an easy technique to
assign to PXi

a random unique position in 1, . . . , |ΠXi
|.

Algorithm 1 Random Position Assignment to member Xi

Input: RXi
= r1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ r|ΠXi

|, LWXi
, ΠXi

Output: PXi
∈ {1, · · · , |ΠXi

|}

LWXi
← sort(LWXi

)), ΠXi
← sort(ΠXi

)
k ← PRNGR()
for j = 1 to |LWXi

| do
MC[j]←MACk(LWXi

[j])
end for
MCsort ← sort(MC)
MCXi

←MACk(wXi
)

PXi
← position of MCXi

in MCsort

MXi
prompts the user to physically form a ring with the

other group members based on the assigned positions. Fig-
ure 4(a) depicts the screenshots of the mobile devices as-
signed positions 2 and 3. More specifically, MXi

displays a
message “Form a ring with other members by standing be-
tween members i and i”, where p = PXi

− 1 mod |ΠXi
| and

q = PXi
+ 1 mod |ΠXi

|. MXi
also indicates that the mem-

ber with position p should be on the left side of Xi and the
member with position q should be on the right of Xi. Finally,
two buttons “Ring Formed” and “Ring Cannot be Formed”
are displayed for the user to indicate whether the ring for-
mation was successful or not. In case X indicates that the
ring cannot be formed, the protocol fails and MXi

releases
the one-time signature private values (sXi

, FXi
) to indicate

failure.
If Xi indicates“Ring Formed”, the protocol continues with

the word list comparisons. MXi
displays a word list based

on the first three bytes of H(ΠXi
, LWXi

) in addition to two
randomly generated decoy lists. The three lists are ran-
domly ordered on the screen. MXi

prompts Xi to indicate
the matching word list with her neighbor assigned position
p = PXi

− 1 mod |ΠXi
| when PXi

is even. When PXi
is

odd, MXi
prompts the user about the other user at posi-

tion q = PXi
+ 1 mod |ΠXi

|. Figure 4 depicts the screenshots
of members assigned positions 2 and 3 when performing the
word list comparison. The matching word list is “inertia
clamshell exodus”, whereas the other word lists are decoys.
Subsequently, MXi

displays three new word lists, where one
is computed based on the fourth, fifth and sixth bytes of
H(ΠXi

, LWXi
) and the two others are randomly generated

decoys. The comparison with the other neighbor is similar
to the first comparison.

The goal of indicating to users the order of neighbors with
whom they should perform the comparison is intended to
minimize the total number of non-parallelizable steps, thus
minimizing the total protocol runtime. For example, for
a group size of 6, all the pairwise word list comparisons
(1, 2), (3, 4) and (5, 6) can be performed concurrently. Sub-
sequently, all the pairwise word list comparisons (2, 3), (4, 5)
and (6, 1) can be performed concurrently 2.

After the user clicks on the matching word lists during
the two comparisons, MXi

releases the one-time signature
private values (SXi

, fXi
) to indicate success. Otherwise, MXi

exchanges the private values (sXi
, FXi

) to indicate failure.
In the case where all group members’ devices release the

private values for success, the protocol is complete and the
exchanged information list is saved as authentic. Other-
wise, the protocol stops and the exchanged information is
discarded.

5.2 Extensions
Basic Ho-Po Key ensures exclusivity, but only provides

probabilistic guarantees about uniqueness and consistency.
In case the malicious insider and her Sybil identities are
assigned subsequent positions in the ring, the malicious in-
sider can claim different positions to her two neighbors, thus
evading detection. Similarly, two colluding insiders have a
small probability of successfully launching a GitM attack.
Detailed security analysis of Basic Ho-Po Key can be found
in Section 6.2.3. In this section, we present an extension
to Basic Ho-Po Key scheme that ensures perfect uniqueness
and consistency. Providing perfect uniqueness and consis-
tency comes at the cost of slightly more actions.

During the verification step, members’ assigned positions
are loudly announced. These announcements occur during
the verification step, after members physically form a ring
and before they perform the word list comparison. More
specifically, after all members indicate “Ring Formed”, their
devices audibly announce their positions from 1 to |Π|. The
sound should be loud enough to be heard by all members.
Subsequently, MXi

prompts Xi with a question: “Are group
members standing in consecutive positions 1, · · · , |ΠXi

|?”. If
Xi indicates“yes”, then the protocol continues with the word
list comparison similar to Basic Ho-Po Key. Otherwise, the
protocol stops and the collected data is discarded.

Another extension that only applies to small groups is
also applicable. At the start of the protocol, users need to
indicate the number of group users as “1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
8+”. In case users enter a number ≤ 8, a version similar to
prior work [21] runs. In case, users indicate “8+”, the Ho-Po
Key exchange runs.

5.3 Untrusted Server-Based Data Collection
The collection of devices’ data is performed based on an

untrusted server. To avoid collisions between multiple groups
running the protocol simultaneously we use a Group ID
number to identify members of a group to the server. De-
vices communicate with the untrusted server via HTTP. Us-
ing HTTP over the Internet for communication between de-
vices is meant to allow scalability for multiple devices given
the most openly available method common to the great-
est number of smart phones. We observe that many smart

2When the group size is odd, the protocol requires 3 non par-
allelizable comparisons because both positions 1 and |ΠXi

|
are odd



(a) Ring formation. (b) Word list comparison.

Figure 4: Verification step. Screesnhots of the iPhone of member assigned position 2 and the Android of the

member assigned position 3.

phones have at a minimum GSM cellular or WiFi Access
Point communication modules. Bluetooth is another viable
option. However, some phones (like the iPhone) are not in-
teroperable with non-iPhone devices using Bluetooth, and
do not scale well in a piconet topology. Ad-hoc WiFi, avail-
able on the Nokia E51 and Palm Pixie, could be viable as
well, when more smartphones support tethering or a soft
access point.

Each device posts its data to the server, and periodically
queries the server for other devices’ data. In order to al-
low the server to distinguish between data from different
groups, a group identifier is used. We assign a pseudo-
random unique user number to each member, preferably as-
signing small numbers. All members are asked to enter the
lowest common user number among the group into their de-
vices, promoting agreement between members on a common
group identifier when starting Ho-Po Key.

6. SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the security properties of Ho-

Po Key. Section 6.1 considers an outsider adversary, while
Section 6.2 considers a malicious insider. Unless explicitly
stated, we analyze the Basic Ho-Po Key. Basic Ho-Po Key
provides exclusivity, but only provides probabilistic guar-
antees about uniqueness and consistency. Uniqueness and
consistency are enforced in the extension explained in Sec-
tion 5.2. In this section we assume that honest users do not
make errors. These errors are discussed in Section 8.2.

6.1 Outsider Adversary
In this section, we consider the case of an adversary that

controls the wireless channel and can overhear all users’ com-
munications and observe all their actions.

6.1.1 Consistency
Consistency holds for the basic Ho-Po Key in the case of

an outsider adversary. If all neighboring members have a
matching word list, then all all members have a matching
word list. The fact that all members have the same word

list indicates that all members have the same information
list.

6.1.2 Exclusivity
Exclusivity holds for Basic Ho-Po Key in the case of an

outsider adversary. In the previous paragraph, we explained
that if the verification step is successful, Λ is a superset of
group members’ information. In this paragraph, we explain
that the number of information items in Λ equals the group
size, which implies exclusivity.

The equality between the number of information items
in Λ and the number of group members is ensured by the
successful formation of the ring by group members. When
forming the ring, a group member Xi stands between users
assigned positions PXi

− 1 mod |ΛXi
| and PXi

+ 1 mod |ΛXi
|.

All group members can find their two neighbors only if all
positions 1, · · · , |ΛXi

| are assigned to group members. This
in turn is only possible if |ΛXi

| = n. In other words, if
|ΛXi
| > n, there is at least one position P that is not assigned

to any group member, and there is a hole in the ring.

6.1.3 Uniqueness
When all group members are honest, each group member

injects exactly one piece of information. Therefore, unique-
ness holds.

6.2 Insider Adversary

6.2.1 Consistency
Consistency holds for Basic Ho-Po Key in the case of a

single malicious insider. If the word lists are similar for every
word list comparison performed by a honest member, then
all honest users have the same word list. This indicates that
they all have the same data list Λ. Assume that two honest
members with positions p, q , p < q have different word lists.
These two members are connected by two arcs of members:
the ones with positions p + 1, · · · , q − 1, and the ones with
positions q + 1, · · · , p − 1 mod |Λ|. The malicious insider is
in only one of these arcs. This is because she can only be in



one physical location in the ring. Therefore one of the arcs
only contains honest members. In this arc, two neighboring
users have different word lists and detect the problem.

Colluding malicious insiders have a small chance of launch-
ing a successful GitM attack. We now compute the proba-
bility that two colluding insiders launch a GitM attack that
is undetected. Without loss of generality, assume that the
two colluding insiders are Xn−1 and Xn and that members
sg1 = {X1, . . . , Xn1

}, where 1 ≤ n1 ≤ n − 2, collect infor-
mation list Π1 = {IX1

, . . . , IXn1
, I ′

Xn1+1
, · · · , I ′

Xn
}, whereas

the members sg2 = Xn1+1, · · · , Xn−2 collect information
list Π2 = {I ′

X1
, . . . , I ′

Xn1
, IXn1+1

, · · · , IXn}, where Π1 6= Π2.

Members from sg1 have no matching word lists. The GitM
is undetected if the ring formation is successful if no mem-
ber from sg1 is assigned a subsequent position to a member
from sg2 in the ring. In other words, if all members from
sg1 are assigned subsequent positions, members in sg2 are
assigned subsequent positions and that Xn−1 and Xn are as-
signed the two positions that separate sg1 from sg2. This
condition needs hold in the random position assignment per-
ceived by both sg1 and sg2. In the random position perceived
by sg1, the above position assignment occurs with probabil-

ity 2n1!(n−n1−2)!
n!

. Therefore, the probability that the GitM

attack is undetected is equal to ( 2n1!(n−n1−2)!
n!

)2. By com-
puting the derivative of the logarithm of this probability, we
find that probability is maximized for n1 = 1 and n1 = n−3.
In other words, the GitM attack has the highest probability
of being undetected in case exactly one honest member has
a different collected information from all the other honest
group members. In this case, the probability of the GitM
being undetected is 4

(n−1)2(n−2)2
.

6.2.2 Exclusivity
Exclusivity stands for the data list containing information

from intended group members, but no other information. In
other words, exclusivity is not violated with data introduced
by insiders.

6.2.3 Uniqueness
Basic Ho-Po Key only provides probabilistic guarantees

about uniqueness. In other words, there is a chance that
Sybil identities injected by a malicious insider are unde-
tected. Consider a malicious insider M that injects s Sybil
identities during the collection step. For these Sybil identi-
ties to be undetected during the verification step, M needs
to perform all the interactions that she and the Sybil identi-
ties are required to perform with the honest members. This
is only possible if M and all the Sybil identities are assigned
subsequent positions i, i + 1, · · · , i + s mod |Λ| in the ring.
In this case, M can interact with user i− 1 mod |Λ| as being
i mod |Λ| and user at i+ s+1 mod |Λ| as being i+ s mod |Λ|.
In case at least one of the Sybil identities is assigned a po-
sition not subsequent to the positions of M and the other
Sybil identities, the ring cannot be formed as this would
require M to stand at the two distinct physical locations
at the same time, which is not possible. Therefore, the
probability of detecting the Sybil attack is the probability
that M and the Sybil identities are not assigned subsequent
positions. As we show below, this probability is equal to

1 − (s+1)!
(n+s−1)···n

This probability is increasing in terms of s.

The smallest detection probability is when M injects ex-
actly one identity and is equal to 1 − 2

n
. Let S1, · · · , Ss be
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Figure 5: Sybil attack detection probability vs. The

number of group members given that the number of

injected Sybil identities is optimized to evade detec-

tion.

the s Sybil identities injected by M. The probability that
M and the s identities are assigned subsequent positions is
Pn+s

i=1 (s + 1)! P ((PM ≡ i) ∩ (PS1
≡ i + 1) · · · (PSs ≡ i + s))

which is equal to
Pn+s

i=1
(s+1)!

(n+s)(n+s−1)···n
.

Loud Position Announcement These announcements
prevent members from claiming different positions. More
specifically, this extension forces members to claim exactly
one position, which ensures |Λ| = n. Uniqueness follows
because we have that for each X, IX ∈ Λ as explained in
Sections 6.1 and 6.2.

Comparison between Sybil attack detection of Ho-

Po Key and GAnGS. Figure 5 depicts the Sybil attack
detection probability for different versions of Ho-Po Key and
GAnGS vs. the group size. The figure considers the case
when M injects a number of Sybil identities that is optimal to
evade detection. For Basic Ho-Po Key, this optimal number
is equal to 1, whereas for GAnGS this number is equal to
the subgroup size in most cases.

In Extended Ho-Po Key, Sybil attacks are always de-
tected. For Basic Ho-Po Key, the Sybil attack probability
detection is small for small groups. For a group size of 3, it
is less than 40%. This probability grows fast as the group
size increases. It is equal to 80% for a group of 10 and 90%
for a group of 20. The Sybil attack detection in GAnGS
with subgroups of 2 follows a similar trend as in Ho-Po Key.
For GAnGS with subgroups of 4, this probability is higher,
but not equal to 1.

Figure 6 depicts the Sybil attack detection probability vs.
the number of injected Sybil identities for both Ho-Po Key
and GAnGS in the case of a group of 8 users. For Ho-Po
Key, the detection probability is 80% for one Sybil identity.
As the number of Sybil identities increases, the detection
probability grows very fast. For 2 Sybil identities, this prob-
ability is already close to 95%. When more Sybil identities
are injected, Ho-Po Key offers similar detection probability
as the most secure versions of GAnGS with subgroups of 3
and 4. From the above, we see that for Ho-Po Key, Sybil
attack detection is relatively small only when the number
of Sybil identities is small. In general, the impact of Sybil
attacks grows with the number of Sybil identities injected.
For example, if the Sybil identities are intended to outvote
legitimate members, then introducing one Sybil identity is
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a limited threat. When even one Sybil identity is an issue,
then one can use the extension presented in Section 5.2.

We note that the computation of the Sybil attack detec-
tion probability in Ho-Po Key makes a pessimistic assump-
tion that a Sybil attack is never detected in case M and the
Sybil identities are assigned subsequent positions in the ring.
In reality, there is a chance that this attack will be detected.
The neighbors of M may hear her claiming two different po-
sitions to them. When this attack is detected, M is identified
as being the attacker. The risk of identification represents
a deterrent against launching this attack. Such deterrence
is non-existent in GAnGS where a malicious insider is not
required to perform any suspicious actions to cause the Sybil
identities to be undetected. More specifically, in GAnGS, it
is never possible to identify the malicious insider.

7. IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented the Ho-Po Key system on Motorola

A855 Droid and Apple iPhone 3GS smartphones as clients,
and Google App Engine3 as our server. The protocol con-
tains client and server components, communicating over HTTP
as a method of scaling the system to smartphones that have
more restrictive communication protocols. The client sup-
ports secure key exchange using a server that can be un-
trusted. In the following sections, we describe the imple-
mentation details of this protocol.

The Ho-Po Key Mobile Client is implemented in Java for
the Android 2.1 operating system and Objective-C for the
iOS 4.2 operating system. The Android client application is
158 kb in size, while the iOS client is 228 kb. The commu-
nication between devices was built on an App Engine ap-

3http://code.google.com/appengine/

plication to manage users and protocol sessions. The server
application uses Python scripts to interact between client
requests and the database. Clients use HTTP Post calls to
communicate with the server and access the database.

Figure 7 shows the architecture of our Ho-Po Key Mobile
Client and Server: it includes a library of commonly used
client functions. The Ho-Po Key library includes commu-
nication and visual engines. The communication engine is
responsible for data transmission and contains the web en-
gine to make HTTP POST calls. The visual engine is used
to generate word lists. Since Ho-Po Key is designed to scale
past 8 devices, use of a Bluetooth piconet is not possible.
We employ the web server to form a star network, with the
server at the middle, acting as coordinator during a Ho-Po
Key exchange.

The PGP Word Lists module is used at the end of authen-
ticated data exchange; it displays the word lists on devices’
screens Figure 4.

8. RESILIENCE TO HUMAN ERROR
Ho-Po Key makes an explicit effort to minimize user error.

For example, the collection step runs completely transpar-
ently to users. Moreover, members are never required to
count group members, and only need to compare word lists.
However, members may still make errors. Negligent mem-
bers may simply skip some actions. Ideally, in case of such
behavior, Ho-Po Key should fail safely and the exchanged
information should be discarded. In this section, we analyze
the extent to which Ho-Po Key achieves this property. In
our analysis, we consider that errors are due to neglect and
not malicious behavior. We do not claim to exhaustively
cover all possible user errors.

8.1 Errors During the Collection Step
The collection step runs transparently to group members.

However, in case group members start the exchange at dis-
tant times, they may have different information lists at the
end of the collection step. This should be detected during
the verification step.

8.2 Errors During the Verification Step

Verification Step Skipping. Group members cannot
skip the entire verification step. This is because during the
verification step, members need to indicate the word list that
matches one of the word lists on their neighbor’s device. The
protocol fails if one member fails to indicate the right word
list.

No Physical Ring Formation. In case members do
not physically form the ring and all of them indicate “Ring
Formed”, then the uniqueness and exclusivity properties may
not hold. However, if at least one member indicate “Ring
Cannot be Formed”, then the protocol fails.

Careless Position Reading. Users may not pay care-
ful attention to the assigned positions. For example, when
forming the ring, a member may conclude that she is stand-
ing in the correct location after comparing her position to
the member on her right, but not to the member on her
left. Alternatively, members may completely discard the as-
signed positions and form a ring based on their positioning
during the collection step. These errors may allow outsider
or Sybil identities to be undetected. In Ho-Po Key, we make



Table 2: Comparative chart between Ho-Po Key, SPATE and GAnGS. n is the group size.
Basic Ho-Po Key Extended Ho-Po Key SPATE GAnGS-P + GAnGS-R GAnGS-T + GAnGS-R

Exclusivity Yes Yes Yes Probabilistic Yes
Yes Yes

Uniqueness Probabilistic Yes Yes Probabilistic Probabilistic
Total O(n) position O(n) position O(n) (Count) O(n) with projector O(n) SiB
interactions inquiries inquiries O(n) pictures

O(n) word list O(n) word list O(n2) word list O(n) word list O(n) word list
comparisons comparisons comparisons comparisons comparisons

Sequential O(1) position O(1) position O(n) (Count) O(n) with projector O(log2 n) SiB
interactions inquiries inquiries O(n) pictures O(1) pictures

O(1) word list O(1) word list O(1) word list O(1) word list O(1) word list
comparisons comparisons comparisons comparisons comparisons

an explicit effort to discourage these errors. For example,
the positions are displayed in large font, and members are
shown the positions of the members on their left and right.
Moreover, a member Xi is asked to compare word lists with
members with positions i and j, where i = PXi

−1 mod |ΠXi
|

and j = PXi
+ 1 mod |ΠXi

|, instead of simply asking them
to compare word lists with members on their left and right.
The loud position announcement extension minimizes the
chances of this error since positions are loudly announced.

Careless Word List comparison. The use of the decoy
word lists makes the protocol fail safe. Users need to care-
fully perform the visual hash comparison in order to make
the protocol succeed. In case two users have no matching
word lists, they are not provided with the option of clicking
“yes” and skipping this comparison.

9. USABILITY
In order to evaluate the Ho-Po Key run time, we con-

ducted user studies involving attendees at a research work-
shop. The studies mimic the situation when a group of re-
searchers meet at a conference or workshop and need to au-
thentically exchange information items. At the beginning of
a workshop break, the user study was announced and atten-
dees were invited to join. Attendees were asked to refrain
from participating in multiple instances. User study partic-
ipants consisted of students, faculty members and industry
representatives.

We performed 4 user study instances involving groups of
9, 12, 19 and 22. Each study started by explaining the pur-
pose of Ho-Po Key and providing each participant with a
Motorola Droid A855 with the Ho-Po Key application in-
stalled. A user study instance consisted of two phases: a
training phase and an evaluation phase. The training phase
took 5-10 minutes. One of the organizers participated as a
group member and guided users through the Ho-Po Key ap-
plication. During the evaluation phase, the users were asked
to run the Ho-Po Key for multiple rounds. The organizers
provided the group identifier to be entered, but otherwise
stayed aside from the group. During the four instances, the
groups performed 4, 7, 5 and 3 rounds respectively. The
number of rounds depended on the time remaining from the
workshop break after recruiting users and training them. In-
formation about users’ actions was collected by examining
the server’s logs. Figure 8 depicts the protocol stages dura-
tion in seconds for each of the rounds performed during the
evaluation phase. The rounds are reported in the order in
which they were performed, with the x-axis representing the
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Figure 8: User studies results. Protocol Stages Du-

ration.

group size for that round.
As an overall observation, Ho-Po Key runs in 1-3 minutes.

The runtime is not significantly affected by the group size,
which is strong support for the scalability of Ho-Po Key.
We now discuss the different protocol stages. Initilization
represents the stage when members enter the group iden-
tifier. In most cases, members entered the group identifier
within 10-20 seconds of each other. Collection represents the
stage when devices exchange the actual information items.
The exchange of these items only occurs after all members
start the protocol and their devices exchange their commit-
ments. Ring formation is the stage where members phys-
ically form the ring. Surprisingly, the ring formation took
10-20 seconds in most cases. The formation was highly par-
allelized. Members were announcing their positions and ask-
ing others for theirs. Small ordered segments were formed
and these segments moved together to form the entire ring.
Some users reported that forming the ring is playful and can
be an icebreaker between a group of people. Word list com-
parison represents the stage where members compare their
word lists with their neighbors’ and indicate the comparison
result. This stage is also highly parallelizable and scalable.
Each member performs 2 word list comparisons independent
of the group size.

The user studies indicate that users who are relatively fa-
miliar with the software can complete the protocol easily and
fast. Members perform a small number of operations that
are highly parallizable among group members. It should be
noted however that the user studies do not necessarily eval-
uate the design of the user interface. This is due to the
short training provided to members at the beginning of the
study. Instead, the user studies demonstrate that the pro-
tocol actions are easy and fast to complete. As a future
work, we would like to perform more user study instances
and experimentally evaluate the robusteness of the protocol



to simulated attacks.

10. COMPARING Ho-Po Key with GAnGS and
SPATE

Table 2 presents a comparison between Ho-Po Key, SPATE
and GAnGS according to desired properties described in
Section 2. The extended Ho-Po Key provides the exclu-
sivity and uniqueness security properties. The operations in
Ho-Po Key are easy and parallelizable. A member needs to
inquire about other members’ positions and position herself
accordingly in the ring. In terms of complexity, the physical
ring formation is equivalent to sorting a set of elements from
1 to n. This sorting takes constant time because once the
position of element 1 is determined, the other elements’ po-
sitions can be immediately determined. Subsequently, each
member performs 2 word list comparisons independent of
the group size.

In comparison, SPATE also provides the exclusivity and
uniqueness security properties. In terms of operations per-
formed, one of the members (the leader) needs to take a pic-
ture of the display of each of the other members. As these
pictures cannot be parallelized, they take a time linear in
the group size. Moreover, members need to count the num-
ber of group members. This count is error prone, especially
for large groups. For these reasons, SPATE only applies to
small groups of up to 8 individuals. Finally, SPATE was only
evaluated by expert users. This evaluation provides useful
insight concerning stages like the collection time. However,
it provides very limited information concerning the perfor-
mance of SPATE when run by other users.

In GAnGS, the collection step is based on either GAnGS-
T or GAnGS-P, while the verification is based on GAnGS-
R. When GAnGS-P is used for the collection, the proto-
col provides probabilistic exclusivity and uniqueness. When
GAnGS-T is used instead, the protocol provides exclusivity
but only probabilistic uniqueness. The number of sequen-
tial operations in GAnGS-P is linear in the group size as
each member consecutively interacts with a projector. In
GAnGS-T, the number of sequential operations is a logarith-
mic number of SiB [24] operations. A SiB operation takes
approximately 15 seconds when run by users very familiar
with the prototype [21]. Finally, the evaluation of GAnGS
was not based on user studies.

11. PREVIOUS WORK
Researchers proposed several approaches for the authentic

information exchange between two devices. Device pairing
protocols include: comparison of a visual [10,27], audio [12]
or textual [18, 22, 23, 33] encoding of exchanged data, com-
mon entropy generation based on shaking devices [7,13,20],
authentic information establishment based on properties of
the wireless channel [6], and location limited channels [3,25,
28].

The closest previous works are GAnGS [8] and SPATE [21].
GAnGS is also a protocol for the authentic information ex-
change within a group. GAnGS scales to large groups, at
the cost of poor usability and probabilistic attack detection.
SPATE is usable and provides better attack detection. How-
ever, SPATE only applies to groups of up to 8 individuals.

During PGP key signing parties [4], attendees sign PGP
certificates that associate users’ names and public keys. These
parties can be adapted for the authentic information ex-

change within a group. For example, an organizer can create
a list of attendees’ names and public keys in advance to be
verified at the party. However, this manual screening of the
list is cumbersome and error-prone.

Key agreement protocols for groups aim at the establish-
ment of a single group key. Many of these approaches [5,16,
17, 29–31] require each user to have a certificate issued by
a trusted Certification Authority (CA). These certificates
are expensive and most people do not have them, which
severely limits the applicability of these protocols. Other
work [1,2,32] on key agreement relies on a shared password
or string comparison. Securely agreeing on a group pass-
word in an open environment where an adversary may be
present is challenging. Moreover Ho-Po Key solves a more
general problem than key agreement protocols in the sense
that any information can be exchanged. In the case where
this information consists of public keys, those can be used to
establish a group key. Group key protocols [19,32] based on
the comparison of a Short Authentication String were pro-
posed in the litterature. However, those mainly focus on the
cryptographic messages exchanged and pay little attention
to the tasks performed by users.

Groupthink [26] studies usability aspects of existing group
key protocols. More specifically, the paper considers proto-
cols that require group members to verify Short Authenti-
cation Strings (SAS) and the group size. The paper com-
pares multiple approaches for the verification of the SAS and
group size, considering groups of size 4 and 6. More specif-
ically, the paper compares methods that involve a central-
ized group member, to methods that are peer-based. The
paper also compares methods that require members to in-
put or copy the SAS and group size to methods that require
members to verify these values. The paper comes to the
conclusion that peer-based approaches where members in-
put the group size and verify the SAS are best. While the
paper provides interesting usability insight into group pro-
tocols, the techniques considered do not necessarily apply
to large groups. For example, users cannot accurately count
the number of people in a large group. Moreover, some ap-
proaches considered like requiring each member to compare
the SAS with the member on the right and where members
can choose their positions are vulnerable to attacks.

Other schemes [19,32]

12. CONCLUSION
Ho-Po Key is a new protocol for authentic information

exchange among a physically collocated group of people.
Ho-Po Key achieves security properties by leveraging physi-
cal constraints on human mobility. More specifically, group
members verify the properties of the collected information
by physically forming a ring based on randomly assigned
positions. The ring is a very simple and compact structure
that group members can easily form. This verification tech-
nique provides perfect detection of outsider attackers and
probabilistic detection of insider attackers. Perfect detec-
tion of insider attackers is achieved in Extended Ho-Po Key
at the cost of slightly more actions by group members. Ho-
Po Key is implemented and freely available on the Android
market store. User-studies demonstrate that users can easily
perform the tasks of Ho-Po Key. Forming the ring is surpris-
ingly easy and fast. Some users reported that this activity is
playful and can be an ice breaker between a group of people.
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